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Chapter 1:The Unique Challenges That
Amazon Sellers Face

Without a doubt, Amazon is the place to be if you want to sell things online.
It’s the most popular online marketplace in the world. And its popularity is
growing day by day…

Millions of people have made a tidy sum selling products online, selling
everything from phone cases, wallets to and anything else you can think of.

A few stats about Amazon…
 244 million active customers.
 Has more than double the number customers of Ebay.
 Amazon purchases make up half of all sales growth in the U.S -

meaning for every $1 spent online, 50 cents is spent on a product
listed on Amazon.

 Has sold over 2 billion products to customers in 185 countries.

In fact, reports show that Amazon may be challenging Google as the first
place people go when they want to buy something online.

With millions of active customers and billions of sales transactions annually,
Amazon is an e-commerce powerhouse.

And that’s probably why you've decided to sell products on it. The gigantic
marketplace alone offers endless marketing and sales opportunities. While
all of this growth is great, it presents additional challenges…

One of the biggest challenges sellers face is standing out from the
competition.

With new sellers popping up on Amazon every day, there’s more
competition now than ever. And it’s only going to keep getting tougher.
Nowadays you can easily find the same item being sold by dozens of
different sellers. With the rising popularity of private-labeling on Amazon,
many sellers are offering the same, identical products under different
brand names.

But with so many options available, how are customers supposed to
choose? When people are presented with too many options, they become
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overwhelmed and confused. And this causes stress. When this happens
they end up not buying anything at all.

And when people are overwhelmed with too many choices, the flight or
freeze response kicks in. Their brains say “This is too complicated; you
don’t have time to make this decision. Let’s put it off and move on.”

Or if they do decide to buy, they choose whatever the cheapest product is
with the best reviews.

The Secret to Standing Out on Amazon
So what’s the best way to stand out from the competition?

The answer: with words.

Sure, you could reduce your prices but that’s a losing game. Other sellers
are likely to follow suit - either manually or by automatic repricing - until all
your profits are eaten up.

Since Amazon only allows a limited amount of words for your listing, you
have to choose them wisely. This means that the title, bullet points, and
product description have to effectively showcase your item’s unique
benefits and value to shoppers or they will skip your offer for a better one.

Since you’ve spent a lot of time and money getting your product made,
don’t you want to give yourself the best chance of selling it with a
persuasive product listing?

The Differences Between Amazon and Google
To increase the chances of shoppers finding your listing, you want it to
rank well on both Amazon and Google. But Amazon and Google operate
entirely differently when it comes to searches…

Amazon’s search engine operates on individual keywords. This means
that your titles and search term fields in your Seller Central account need
to be optimized with relevant keywords. But that’s not all...
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